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CEO OF SEAMLESS.AI

$100M+ SALESPERSON FOR IBM & GOOGLE

2X 8-FIGURE FOUNDER & TOP 50 LINKEDIN STARTUP

PLANT-POWERED VEGAN

ABOUT
Brandon Bornancin is a serial entrepreneur 
who built two multimillion-dollar companies 
and has closed over $100M in sales. 

Currently, he is the CEO of one of the fastest-
growing SaaS companies in the US (named 
“LinkedIn Top 50 Startups” 2020), a 
motivational speaker, and 18x sales author 
obsessed with helping sales professionals 
maximize their success. 

As Founder and CEO of Seamless.AI, he 
helps 140,000 (and counting) companies flood 
their calendars and generate millions in sales 
using artificial intelligence to find anyone’s 
emails and phone numbers. 

Mr. Bornancin is also the author of over 15 
sales books in The Seven Figure Sales 
System series containing thousands of pages 
of sales scripts, strategies, and secrets that he 
has battle-tested throughout his career to 
generate his success. 

Mr. Bornancin is also the podcast host of 
“Sales Secrets From The Top 1%” and the 
author of Sales Secrets From The Top 1%, 
where he interviews the world’s best sales 
experts on their top secrets to sales success.

Brandon Bornancin is also heavily involved in 
the community, helping spread awareness for 
whole-food, plant-powered living and for 
organizations supporting Alzheimer’s disease, 
cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and many 
others. He lost his mother to Alzheimer’s 
disease when he was in college and believes 
the food we consume can prevent the world’s 
deadliest diseases.
 
He currently resides in Columbus, Ohio and 
New York, New York with his wife, Danielle 
Demming.

You may learn more about Brandon Bornancin 
at https://www.brandonbornancin.com.

With extensive experience and knowledge as an 
entrepreneur, Brandon will set your audience up for 
success. Ready to 10x your business? His insight 
will guide your listeners and show them what it 
takes to make it. As a best-selling author, LinkedIn 
all-star, serial salesman, Founder of two 
multimillion-dollar companies, motivational speaker, 
and podcast host, Brandon’s expertise trumps the 
rest.

WHY BRANDON

NOTABLE INTERVIEWS

53K+ followers

47K+ downloads

140K+ Users/Mailing List

270K+ Views

NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS

JORDAN BELFORT GARY VAYNERCHUK KEVIN HARRINGTON

RYAN SERHANT JEFFREY GITOMER JILL KONRATH

BOB BURG JEFF HOFFMAN TOM BILYEU

Brandon’s company, 
Seamless.AI, was honored as a 
Top 50 Startup in the United 
States by LinkedIn for 2020 
along with the #1 Best Place to 
Work in Central Ohio by 
Columbus Business First

115+ PODCAST EPISODES 

(APPEARED ON 200+)

“WOLF OF Wall Street” CEO of VaynerMedia, 5-Time NYT Bestselling Author Inventor of the Infomercial, ORIGINAL Shark 

Founder & CEO at SERHANT. | Million Dollar Listing NY King of Sales | International Sales Trainer International Speaker | 4-TIME Bestselling Sales Books

Hall of Fame Speaker | author, “The Go-Giver” BILLIONAIRE | Global Entrepreneurship Network CEO at Impact Theory | Co-Founder Quest Nutrition 
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